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Abstract: The aim of this study was; to investigate the effects of hand paddles and fin on speed and stroke
frequency in freestyle swimming. 14 male elite swimmers who were 14-16 years old and in first 5 rank in national
wide swimming competitions were selected for this study. The protocol was applied with 1 day intervals
consecutively in order with; “without additional resistance equipment (H)”, “with fins (F)”, “with pedal (P)”,
“pedal and fins together (P+F) in 50m indoor swimming pool. Number of total swimming strokes, average speed
and pulse rates were recorded after every test. Participants swam 2x300m./2x 200m. freestyle consecutively.
Initially, 300m. in aerobic threshold, secondly 300m. in anaerobic threshold, subsequently 200m. in maxVO2 and
finally 200m. swum in maximum intensity levels. Prior to first 300m. 1 min. second 300m. 3 min. and following
200m. 15 min interval was given. Initially “Kruskal-Wallis” test to find significant results, subsequently “Dunn
multiple comparison” test to significant results applied in statistical analysis. “Repetitious measurements” and
“Variance analysis” were also applied to test results to determine the differences between trainings and groups
each other. Statistical analysis were done with SPSS 15.0 version. Stroke frequency values in additional
resistance swimming was found significantly lower when compared with normal swimming in whole speeds and
every measurement. Nevertheless, additional resistance swimming speeds were found significantly higher than
normal swimming speed values in maximum speed swims. Therefore, normal swimming stroke frequency values
should be protected especially during with paddle swimming. Swimmers’ personal style and distance
differences, advantages of using additional resistance (decrease in stroke frequency and increase in stroke
length) in swimming should be considered by coaches and also thought to swimmers. Blood lactic acid
measurements for additional resistance swimming should be applied in the beginning, middle and end of season
and results should be considered in training programs and season planning.
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INTRODUCTION paddles, the propulsive area of the hand is larger than in

Swimmers use hand paddles among other strength greater mass of water. Consequently, the water resistance
training protocols to increase their upper body’s strength that swimmer should overcome in each stroke(5,6) is
(1) and consequently their swimming speed (2). The effect greater in hand paddle than in free swimming and it is
of hand paddles on the motor pattern of the underwater considered that it may contribute to the improvement of
stroke were studied by Monteil and Rouard(3), who found the hand’s strength during swimming training (3).
that hand paddles did not cause great modifications in Swimming with fins cause slightly decrease (%10) in
temporal pattern of the movement, although the total depth of kicking and big amount of decrease %40 in
duration of stroke was increased. When a swimmer swims kicking frequency. It is also cause a decrease in work
with maximal effort using hand paddles, the swimmer output and kinetic energy which swimmer gives to the
generally can swim given distances faster than without water. Cause of the hand paddle’s surface is bigger than
these aids. The higher velocity induces higher drag forces hand, swimmers must pull and push harder in the water.
because drag increases in proportion to the square of the Swimmers swim faster when they use hand paddles than
swimming velocity(4). During swimming with hand without in a given same distance maximal effort (7). Stoner

free swimming and the swimmer can push against a
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and Leudtke (8) were found an increase in total duration
of the underwater pull, while Monteil and Rouard(3)
reported an increase in total duration of the stroke,
without significant alterations in the relative duration of
the separate phases. On the contrary, Sidney et al. (9)
were found an increase in the relative duration of the push
phase and the whole propulsive phase and a decrease in
the duration of the non-propulsive phase. Payton and
Lauder (1) reported also an increase in the total duration
of the underwater pull, as well as in the duration of the
glide and push phases, while the duration of the pull
phase was not significantly modified. On the other hand,
Gourgoulis et al. (10), did not find significant alterations
in the total duration of the stroke, or in the duration of its
separate phases, when swimmers swam at constant stroke
rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The aim of this study was; to investigate the effects
of hand paddles and fin on speed and stroke frequency in
freestyle  swimming.  14  male  elite  swimmers who were
14-16 years old and in first 5 rank in national wide
swimming competitions were  selected  for  this  study.
The swimming test protocol was applied with 1 day
intervals. Blood samples were taken from fingers after test
swims and Biosen Blood Lactate Analyzer was used. 

Swimming Test Protocol: Swimming test protocol was
applied in 50m long indoor pool whose water temperature
was 26.5°C and ambient temperature was 28.5°C.
Preliminary preparation swimming tests were applied to
the swimmers related with same distance and intensity
loads to ensure the main test protocol realization as
planned. Prior to every test, 10 minutes general warming
up  composed  of  stretching  exercises,  subsequently
10 minutes specific warming up including low intensity
freestyle swimming and technical drills were done by the
swimmers. After 5 minutes resting interval, application of
test protocol was started. Swimming test protocol was
applied as follows: First day, without any additional
resistance (H= hands only), third day with paddle (P), fifth
day with fin (F), seventh day with paddle and fin (P+F).
Number of strokes swam by the swimmers in that distance
were counted and recorded for the average stroke
frequency value analysis. Pulse values and blood samples
for lactate  measurement  were  also taken after every
swim. Participants swam 2x300m.-2x 200m. freestyle
consecutively. Initially 300m. in aerobic threshold,
secondly   300m.   in  anaerobic threshold,  subsequently

Table 1: The average height, weight, body mass index values 
n AGE HEIGHT WEIGHT BMI

All Group 14 15.5±7.4 1.70±0.05 m 62.5±8.0 kg 21.5±1.9 kg/m2

200m. in maxVO2 and finally 200m. swam in maximum
intensity  levels.  Prior  to  first  300m.  1  min. second
300m. 3 min. and following 200m. 15 min intervals were
given.

Calculation of Average Speed and Stroke Frequency:

Distance(m) / Duration(s)=Speed(m/s)
Total Stroke(s) / Duration(m=minute) = Frequency

Statistical Analyses: Initially “Kruskal-Wallis” test to
find significant results, subsequently “Dunn multiple
comparison” test to significant results applied in
statistical analysis. “Repetitious measurements” and
“Variance analysis” were also applied to test results to
determine the differences between trainings and groups
each other. Statistical analysis were done with SPSS 15.0
version.

RESULTS
In Table 2, increase of speed in every level while

swimming with hand paddle, fin or hand paddle and fin
together were shown.

In Table 3, significant differences between normal
swimming and fin swimming, fin+paddle swimming were
shown. Furthermore, there were mathematically
differences between normal and paddle swimming as
shown in graphics below, even no statistical significant
differences were found.

Table 2: Dunn’s Test of Average Stroke Frequency Values of Swimmers
Between The Methods 

Speed (Ave. Rank)R (Ave. Rank)R |R -R | Decision1 2 1 2

Aerobic Hands Only Paddle 14.39 p<0.05
Threshold Fin 22.14 p<0.001
Speed Paddle+Fin 17.36 p<0.001

Anaerobic Hands Only Paddle 14.03 p<0.05
Threshold Fin 18 p<0.001
Speed Paddle+Fin 28.25 p<0.001

Maximum Hands Only Paddle 16.21 p<0.05
VO2 Fin 17 p<0.05
Speed Paddle+Fin 27.64 p<0.001

Maximum Hands Only Paddle 16.21 p<0.05
Speed Fin 16.36 p<0.05

Paddle+Fin 26.43 p<0.001

R  : Average Value of 1. Method, R : Average Value of 2. Method1 2
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Table 3: Dunn’s Test of The Average Speed Values of Swimmers Between
The Methods 

Speed (Ave. Rank)R (Ave. Rank)R |R -R | Decision1 2 1 2

Aerobic Hands Only Fin 25.14 p<0.001
Threshold Paddle+Fin 21.39 p<0.001
Speed

Anaerobic Hands Only Fin 24.75 p<0.001
Threshold Paddle+Fin 27.96 p<0.001
Speed

Maximum Hands Only Fin 26.71 p<0.001
VO2 Paddle+Fin 32.61 p<0.001
Speed

Maximum Hands Only Fin 24.93 p<0.001
Speed Paddle+Fin 32.9 p<0.001

R  : Average Value of 1. Method, R : Average Value of 2. Method1 2

Table 4: Blood Lactate Values of Swimmers

Aerobic Threshold Anaerobic Threshold 
Speed Speed
---------------------------- ---------------------------------
Median Mean Sd Median Mean Sd

Hands Only 3,45 3,42 0,41 5,13 5,08 0,6
Paddle 3,49 3,46 0,48 4,89 4,91 0,52
Fin 3,03 3,1 0,44 4,69 4,55 0,7
Paddle + Fin 2,95 3,01 0,76 4,14 4,26 0,9

Maxvo2 Speed Maximum Speed
---------------------------- ---------------------------------
Median Mean Sd Median Mean Sd

Hands Only 6,65 7 0,89 8,23 8,38 1,52
Paddle 8,13 8,29 1,99 9,84 10,41 2,27
Fin 8,26 8,4 1,79 10,03 10,63 2,51
Paddle + Fin 6,98 7,74 1,57 10,48 10,4 2,13

As shown Table 4, no big differences between mean
value and median value in aerobic threshold, anaerobic
threshold and maxVO  speeds were found. Thence, stroke2

frequency and speed values are compared. Furthermore,
in maximum speed, the blood lactate values differences
between (H) and the others were shown. 

Stroke Frequency Value of Swimmers in Methods
(Hands Only, Paddle, Fin, Paddle+Fin) on Aerobic
Threshold Speed 

Stroke Frequency Value of Swimmers in Methods (Hands
Only, Paddle, Fin, Paddle+Fin) on Anaerobic Threshold
Speed

Stroke Frequency Value  of  Swimmers  in Methods
(Hands Only, Paddle, Fin, Paddle+Fin) on MaxVO2 Speed

Stroke Frequency Value of Swimmers in Methods (Hands
Only, Paddle, Fin, Paddle+Fin) on Maximum Speed 

DISCUSSION

Gourgoulis at all found that (2006), when the
swimmers were worn larger hand paddles, the larger
significant increased was found in stroke length and the
mean swimming velocity(10,2). Payton and Lauder were
found an increase in total underwater duration as similar
to catching and pushing phase durations and detected
significant changes in pulling phase(1). Effects of hand
paddle in other characteristics of freestyle swimming were
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also investigated. Payton and Lauder were reported a additional resistance then none-additional resistance
significant decrease in maximum speed of hand in swimming to be able to reach the none-additional
transverse and saggital direction(1). Toussaint at all resistance swimming lactic acid values. The literature
found that, on the same speed, swimming with hand information were supported these results.
paddles is 7,8% more efficient than swimming using hands
alone. They determinate that, it needs more power to swim CONCLUSION
faster at more water resistance in hand paddle swimming
(4,11). Ogita at all found that, at given sub-maximal water Stroke frequency values in additional resistance
flow rates, oxygen uptake, heart rate, pulmonary swimming was found significantly lower when compared
ventilation and respiratory frequency during swimming with normal swimming in whole speeds and every
using hands alone (H) were significantly higher than measurement. Nevertheless, additional resistance
when aided by paddles (P). The subjects were able to swimming speeds were found significantly higher than
swim significantly faster using paddles (P<0.05) (12). normal swimming speed values in maximum speed swims.
Hermansen et al. were used oxygen debt method to Therefore, normal swimming stroke frequency values
determine the energy output during supramaksimal should be protected especially during with paddle
exercise in 1980’s. This method was used in several study swimming. Swimmers’ personal style and distance
and found that the amount of oxygen debt was equal differences, advantages of using additional resistance
when compared with anaerobic metabolism direct (decrease in stroke frequency and increase in stroke
measurement in exercising muscle. Nevertheless, it was length) in swimming should be considered by coaches
reported that maximal oxygen debt was depended on the and also thought to swimmers. Blood lactic acid
mass of muscle participating to exercise and highly measurements for additional resistance swimming should
correlated with maximal anaerobic power (13). be applied in the beginning, middle and end of season and

Zamparo at all found that, at comparable speeds, the results should be considered in training programs and
energy cost (C) when swimming with fins was about 40 % season planning.
lower than when swimming without them; when compared
at the same metabolic power, the decrease in C allowed an REFERENCES
increase in v of about 0.2 ms-1. Fins only slightly decrease
the amplitude of the kick (by about 10 %) but cause a 1. Payton, C.J. and M.A. Lauder, 1995. The infiuence of
large reduction (about 40 %) in the kick frequency. The hand paddles on the kinematics of front crawl
decrease in kick frequency leads to a parallel decrease of swimming. J. Hum Mov. Stud., 28: 176-192.
the internal work rate (int, about 75 % at comparable 2. Maglischo, E.W., 2003. “Swimming Fastest”, Human
speeds) and of the power wasted to impart kinetic energy Kinetics, Champaign,IL.
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